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Abstract
The standard algorithm to eliminate indirect left recursion takes a preventative approach,
reorganising a grammar in such a way that indirect left recursion is no longer possible,
rather than eliminating it only as and when it occurs. This approach results in many of
the grammar’s rules being lost, however, so that the resulting parse trees are often devoid
of the detail that the grammar was supposed to pick out in the first place. To avoid this
pitfall, we extend a revised version of the standard algorithm to eliminate immediate left
recursion to a recursive algorithm to explicitly eliminate indirect left recursion. By taking
this approach, all of the grammar’s original rules are retained, resulting in parse trees
that are still useful in practice. A novel quirk of this approach is that the usual empty
definitions with  parts are eschewed in favour of optional parts in the right recursive
rules that the algorithm generates.
1 Introduction
Top-down parsers seemingly have several advantages. They are easy to understand, obvious even,
and thus relatively easy to implement. They are comparatively fast and amenable to incremental
parsing. However, they do have an Achilles heel, namely left recursion, which causes them to
loop indefinitely whenever they encounter it. Consider listing 1, which shows BNF [4] suitable for
parsing simple arithmetic expressions such as (1 + 2)/3.
expression ::= expression operator expression
| "(" expression ")"
| term
;
operator ::= "+" | "-" | "/" | "*" ;
term ::= naturalNumber ;
naturalNumber ::= /\d+/ ;
Listing 1: Rules for parsing simple arithmetic expressions
When a top-down parser attempts to execute a rule, it tries each definition in turn until it finds
one that can be fully executed, that is, each of its parts can be executed in sequence. In this case,
a top-down parser would try the first expression rule and would immediately encounter a reference
to that rule, which it would dutifully try to execute again and hence begin to loop indefinitely. In
such cases we say that the definition is immediately left recursive and therefore the rule as a whole
is immediately left recursive.
Two points are worth noting. Firstly, it does not have to be the first definition that is left
recursive to cause the rule itself to be left recursive. If the first and second definitions were to
be swapped, for example, a top-down parser would still loop indefinitely when it tried the second
definition. Secondly, left recursion results only when the first part of a definition references the
rule, not any other part. The second definition is not left recursive, for example, because a top-
down parser would try the terminal symbol part first, and would therefore have the opportunity
of trying another definition if that part did not execute.
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Immediate left recursion can easily be eliminated by removing all the immediately left recursive
definitions from a rule, creating corresponding right recursive rules for each and then adding refer-
ences to these rules to all of the remaining definitions. Consider listing 2, where the aforementioned
expression rule has been rewritten.
expression ::= "(" expression ")" expression~
| term expression~
;
expression~ ::= operator expression expression~
| 
;
Listing 2: The expression rule with immediate left recursion eliminated
Note that the right recursive expression~ rule has a second definition with a single  part, which
we call an empty definition. When this part is encountered, it is always trivially executed, meaning
that the definition and therefore the rule as a whole executes even though no tokens have been
consumed.
To see why the empty definition is necessary, consider the parse tree in figure 1. The first part
of second definition of the rewritten expression rule references the term rule, which is executed
in order to consume the 2 token. After this the expression~ rule must execute in order for the
definition to execute as a whole, but no further tokens can be consumed. The empty second
definition assures that this is the case. Similarly, up one level, the empty definition must again be
executed in order to allow the expression~ rule’s own first definition to be executed.1
Figure 1: Parse tree for the simple arithmetic expression 1 + 2
In contrast to immediate left recursion, indirect left recursion has traditionally been eliminated
by an algorithm that works preventatively [3]. It does not search for indirect left recursion and
eliminate it explicitly, instead it reorganises the grammar in such a way that indirect left recursion
is no longer possible. If there is any indirect left recursion then it will fall out as immediate left
recursion during this process, in which case it is eliminated by the standard algorithm to do so.
Therefore immediate left recursion, which can be thought as a degenerate case of indirect left
recursion, is guaranteed to be eliminated, too.
1The best way to get a feel for this process, and indeed for the process of eliminating left recursion in general, is
to try it out. The accompanying implementation [1] allows you to do just this. It includes an example application
that can be run directly in a browser, plus most of the listings in this paper, or something very close to them, can be
found in the readme file. It is easier to copy them from there than from this paper. Although the implementation
no longer needs to support  parts, these have been left in so that all of the listings here can be tried. You can copy
these into the textarea labelled ‘BNF’ in the example application, the ‘Adjusted BNF’ textarea is read only, and
they will run as expected. The parse trees that result from parsing slightly more complex expressions could be said
to have a certain aesthetic that is worth the effort.
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There are several problems with this approach, however. Firstly, a grammar is almost bound
to be reorganised regardless of whether indirect left recursion occurs or not. Secondly, the reor-
ganisation can be very costly in terms of the size of the grammar that results and the time taken.
To eliminate all immediate left recursion from a moderately complex grammar of around a hun-
dred rules, say, a few of which might be immediately left recursive, takes a few hundred top level
function calls. On a modern computer this happens pretty much instantaneously. On the other
hand, running a preventative algorithm to eliminate indirect left recursion from the same grammar,
whether it occurs or not, takes several seconds and results in rules which can have dozens or even
hundreds of definitions with dozens or even hundreds of parts. Thirdly, even if this apparently
exponential blow up can be tolerated, the reorganised grammar simply chokes a top-down parser,
which runs out of stack or heap space before parsing anything. It is true that the blow up can be
mitigated to some degree if we are careful about which parts of a grammar are reorganised, but
even in these cases there is a trade off. If rules are ordered in such as way as to limit blow up then
the reorganisation, which basically amounts in “inlining” certain rules, results in them essentially
being lost, which in turn renders the resulting parse trees useless for practical purposes.
Given these seemingly insurmountable problems, it is reasonable to wonder whether it is possible
to somehow convert the algorithm to eliminate immediate left recursion into one that explicitly
eliminates indirect left recursion. Listing 3 shows the result of rewriting the first rule of listing 1,
removing the first definition and placing it in its own rule.
expression ::= compoundExpression
| "(" expression ")"
| term
;
compoundExpression ::= expression operator expression ;
Listing 3: Rules for parsing simple arithmetic expressions with indirect left recursion
It could be said that the compoundExpression rule is still in some sense immediately left recursive,
albeit with respect to the expression rule, rather than with respect to itself, so to speak. So can
it be rewritten in right recursive form in such as way as to leave its relation to the expression
rule intact? If the answer to that question is yes, it seems not implausible that the process could
be extended to eliminate indirect left recursion in the general case, which effectively amounts to
dealing with cycles of length greater than one, where here the length of the cycle is exactly one.
It turns out that the above question can be answered affirmatively. What helped was that
the algorithm to eliminate immediate left recursion was revised first, in order to accommodate
some non-standard features of the BNF, and this revision led in turn to some unexpected gains
when tackling the more difficult problem. Therefore we begin by explaining how the algorithm to
eliminate immediate left recursion was revised, and then go on to show how it was extended to a
recursive algorithm to explicitly eliminate indirect left recursion.
2 A revised algorithm to eliminate immediate left recursion
Backtracking entails saving the position of the last token consumed in the sequence of tokens
and returning to that position under certain circumstances. Occam’s parser2 initially supported
backtracking in two cases. Firstly, if a definition is tried but fails to execute, the parser backtracks.
Secondly, the parser backtracks immediately if any terminal part consumes a token but fails to
execute, because that part may be optional or one several to be tried.
This simple backtracking has its limitations, however. Consider the rules shown in listing 4.
These will not consume the sequence of tokens ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, because the first definition of the AAB
rule will consume both the ‘a’ and ‘b’ tokens, leaving only the ‘c‘ token for the BC rule, which needs
both the ‘b’ and ‘c’ tokens in order to execute.
2From this point on we are referring to Occam’s parsers [2] rather than top down parsers in general. In fact there
is only one common parser and it is that to which we are referring.
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S ::= AAB BC ;
AAB ::= "a" "b" | "a" ;
BC ::= "b" "c" ;
Listing 4: Rules that will not consume the token sequence ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’
It would be better if we were able to instruct the parser to try the second of the AAB rule’s
definitions should the first one result in it being unable to continue. This is called look-ahead. It
is not the same as backtracking, but requires it. Consider the amended rules in listing 5, where an
exclamation mark has been added to the reference to the AAB rule in the S rule’s only definition.
This instructs the parser look ahead when trying to execute the AAB rule, resulting in it discarding
the first of the AAB rule’s definitions, even though it executes, in favour of the second, which allows
the following BC rule to execute.
S ::= AAB! BC ;
AAB ::= "a" "b" | "a" ;
BC ::= "b" "c" ;
Listing 5: Rules that will consume the token sequence ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’
Note that there may well be situations where the AAB rule should execute without look-ahead, and
therefore it is specific references to rules that are modified, rather than the rules themselves.
Accommodating modifiers such as the look-ahead modifier was the motivation for revising the
standard algorithm to eliminate immediate left recursion. Listing 6 shows a left-recursive rule
which also consumes the token sequence ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’, amongst others. Supposing for a moment
that it did not cause the parser to loop indefinitely, we can see that look-ahead is indeed needed
because on its second, nested invocation, the rule would otherwise execute its second definition
rather than its third, consuming only the ‘a’ token, effectively leaving the outer invocation unable
to then consume the ‘c’ token because the ‘b’ token remains.
L ::= L! "c"
| "a"
| "a" "b"
;
Listing 6: A left recursive rule with look-ahead that will consume the token sequence ‘a’, ‘b’, ‘c’
It is therefore reasonable to ask how this rule be rewritten in right recursive form without losing the
look-ahead modifier. Listing 7 shows the result of running the standard algorithm whilst ignoring
the look-ahead modifier for a moment.
L ::= "a" L~
| "a" "b" L~
;
L~ ::= "c" L~
| 
;
Listing 7: A rewritten and corresponding right recursive rule with look-ahead ignored
A little thought should convince that there is nothing to be gained from modifying any reference
to the right recursive L~ rule. It is references to the rewritten L rule that need to be modified,
since it is this rule that contains the two definitions that need to be executed with look-ahead. No
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such references exist, however, and therefore the standard algorithm to eliminate immediate left
recursion is deficient in this instance.
It turns out that a few relatively simple modifications suffice to put this situation right. Listing 8
shows the addition of a non-recursive L_ rule consisting of all of the non-recursive definitions of the
original L rule. This non-recursive rule can then be referenced as the original rule is rewritten. The
essentially like for like replacement of the second and third definitions in the original rule with a
single definition referencing the L_ rule should make sense. The rewritten first definition is perhaps
not quite so obvious, but again a little thought should convince that there really is no other option
but to reference the L_ rule from there, and to include the requisite look-ahead modifier to boot.
L ::= L_! L~
| L_
;
L_ ::= "a"
| "a" "b"
;
L~ ::= "c" L~? ;
Listing 8: The addition of a non-recursive rule with look-ahead taken into account
The last sticking point is the standard right recursive L~ rule’s usual empty definition. Empty
definitions were devised in order to allow right recursive rules to execute without consuming any
tokens, a necessary step because references to right recursive rules are appended to every non-
recursive definition by the standard algorithm. Now, however, we have a standalone reference to
the non-recursive L_ rule in the L rule’s second definition, rendering the need for the right recursive
rule to exhibit this behaviour unnecessary. Removing it creates another problem, however, namely
that a right recursive rule without an empty definition will only consume an infinite sequence of
tokens, not a finite one, and then only theoretically.
The solution to this last conundrum is to remove the empty definition from the right recursive
rule altogether and modify the recursive reference in the one remaining definition to make it
optional. It should be clear that with this optional modifier, finite sequences of ‘c’ tokens can now
be consumed, including of course a single one.
3 A recursive algorithm to explicitly eliminate indirect left recursion
Returning to the listing 3 for a moment, we recall that eliminating indirect left recursion would
surely entail rewriting the second compoundExpression rule, which we claimed was in some sense
immediately left recursive. We begin by actually complicating the compoundExpression rule some-
what, as in listing 9, in order to give it non-zero number of non-recursive definitions. The special
case of this rule or indeed any rewritten rule having no non-recursive definitions can be handled
by simply omitting the corresponding non-recursive rule, which would have no definitions anyway,
together with any references to it.
expression ::= compoundExpression
| "(" expression ")"
| term
;
compoundExpression ::= expression operator expression
| "xyz"
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;Listing 9: Indirectly left recursive rules for parsing simple arithmetic expressions
To continue, it should be clear that a reasonable first step is to pull out the non-recursive definitions
of both of these rules. Listing 10 shows the results. The rewritten expression rule should seem
reasonable, note in particular that the all important first definition remains intact. Also the non-
recursive expression_ and compoundExpression_ rules should present no surprises.
expression ::= compoundExpression
| expression_
;
expression_ ::= "(" expression ")"
| term
;
compoundExpression_ ::= "xyz" ;
Listing 10: Non-recursive rules for parsing simple arithmetic expressions
Listing 11 shows the rewritten compoundExpression rule together with the corresponding the right
recursive compoundExpression~ rule. It is reasonable to ask why the first definition of the rewritten
rule contains a reference to the non-recursive expression_ rule when a reference to the correspond-
ing non-recursive compoundExpression_ rule might seem more natural. To justify this choice we
point out that if the reference to the expression rule in the original compoundExpression rule in-
cluded a modifier, then we would expect that modifier to appear in the rewritten rule as well. As in
the case of the revised algorithm to eliminate immediate left recursion, therefore, it makes sense to
reference the corresponding non-recursive expression_ rule. Moving on, the compoundExpression~
rule should be obvious.
compoundExpression ::= expression_ compoundExpression~
| compoundExpression_
;
compoundExpression~ ::= operator expression compoundExpression ~? ;
Listing 11: Right recursive rules for parsing simple arithmetic expressions
Figures 2 and 3 show the parse trees that result from using these rules to parse the arithmetic
expression (1 + 2)/3. The second is abridged, with nodes corresponding to the rules generated by
the algorithm either removed or renamed. Note also the lack of nodes corresponding to  parts in
both of parse trees, of course. The abridged parse tree is close to the ideal outcome and is a far
cry from the parse tree that would result had the standard, preventative algorithm been used.
expression ::= intermediateExpression
| "(" expression ")"
| term
;
intermediateExpression ::= compoundExpression ;
compoundExpression ::= expression operator expression ;
Listing 12: Indirectly left recursive rules with a cycle of length 2
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Figure 2: Parse tree for the arithmetic expression (1 + 2)/3
Figure 3: Abridged parse tree for the arithmetic expression (1 + 2)/3
At the end of the introduction we intimated that a recursive algorithm to eliminate indirect
recursion in the general case would involve nothing more than extending the algorithm described
above to cycles of length greater than one. By a cycle we mean roughly a sequence of rules that lead
to indirect left recursion. In this case it was expression, compoundExpression, which we consider a
cycle of length one, because the immediate left recursion is essentially displaced one rule away.
In fact there is very little to do in order to extend the algorithm. Listing 12 shows a set of rules
where the left recursion has been displaced one rule further away, but the means to eliminate it
hardly has to change. The expression rule would be amended as usual, the intermediateExpression
rule could stay as is and, again, the compoundExpression rule would be amended in exactly the same
way as before. Really cycles of greater length do not change how the algorithm works at all.
4 Conclusions
We have revised the standard algorithm to eliminate immediate left recursion, initially to support
modifiers included in references. This involved pulling out the rule’s non-recursive definitions into
a separate non-recursive rule, referencing this new non-recursive rule from the original, and also
devising new right recursive rules that do away with the usual empty definitions with  parts in
favour of optional self references. We then extended this algorithm in order to explicitly eliminate
indirect left recursion, which we argued is more than more general case of immediate left recursion.
There is still work to do, in particular the algorithm should ideally support other modifiers and
composite parts, also the BNF that underlies Occam’s parser, which has several instances of indirect
left recursion, has yet to be updated. We leave this for future work.
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